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The next PlayStation 2 to be released was SCPH-600XX, which was released in North America on September 21, 2002. It used the SCPH-60050 motherboard, SCPH-60081 Front/Mid iLink, and SCPH-60082 Rear iLink. This revision had less memory than other models, and like
all later revisions, it was the only model to run unofficial controllers. Like some other revisions that were released later on, the 600xx series is able to use either HDD or DVD. This series was also released in Japan. [8] The series was superseded by the 650xx series, which
uses the SCPH-65032 motherboard and SCPH-65038 iLink. The 600xx series support only 16 MB of RAM, whereas the 650xx series supports up to 64 MB of RAM. However, the 650xx series has a roughly 50% larger hard drive, as a result of an internal change in the drive

design. [9] In the first Playstation 2 hardware revision that supported USB devices, Sony released the SCPH-500xx motherboard, SCPH-50010 Front iLink, and SCPH-50011 Rear iLink on August 2, 2000. This set of cards was available at the price of $389.00; some major US
retailers included Fry's, and Best Buy sold it for as low as $325.99. This revision was the first PlayStation 2 to be released on August 2, 2000 and was available for the holiday season 2000. It only supported 8 MB of RAM, and used a combination of SCPH-465xx and
SCPH-468xx chipsets. The official release of this hardware revision was accompanied by the rollout of a new BIOS that can recognize the differences between PS2 and PS1 BIOS. SCPH-500xx was the third PlayStation 2 revision to be released, after SCPH-700xx and

SCPH-900xx, and was released in Japan on April 6, 2001. [10]
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The firmware version 14.0j is the most recent version released on the PS2. The BIOS version 14.0j was the first version to allow the PS2 to play discs with the custom CHD format. [9] It also allows the PS2 to play Blu-ray discs (BD-ROM) without any external device. [10]
From this point on, in theory, anything you do will be done via the PSP-MODE bootloader. Although the PS2's hardware is capable of doing more than what the PSP-MODE loader can do, and the PS2 BIOS is capable of booting the console into MechaPwn (it is just not

supported by the current version of the bootloader). To save space and avoid space leaks, which the PS2 BIOS does employ, the bootloader is very limited and does not support a console-internal flash memory (e.g. the console's internal memory instead of the USB stick)
What it does, however, allows is to have an image of the console's internal memory, which is completely re-flashable to what the PS2 BIOS can support, and thus allows you to emulate any of the devices that are natively emulated by the PS2 BIOS. If you want the USB

firmware to not crash when the PS2's internal battery runs out, you can set the SMRAM read-only flag of the PS2's C2D registers, which is controlled by the PS2 BIOS. In order to do so, you first need to enable the Memory Card Access mode in the BIOS (this is normally off)
While the PS2 is booted, insert a memory card with a Memory Card entry point like FreeMcBoot or Fortuna. To prevent data loss if the memory card becomes unplugged while the PS2 is still on, copy the console's internal memory to the USB stick, wait until the console

powers down completely. 5ec8ef588b
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